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How I feel

P.O.W by Annie
I am a prisoner

For a piece of myself

Of words unsaid

For peace in myself

Just lonely feelings

It’d be easier if you send me away

Locked away in my head

I’d have someone to blame

I trap myself further

But these bars of steel are of my making

Every time I stay quiet

They surround my mind and have me shaking

I should start to speak

My hands are cuffed behind my back

But I stop and stay silent

I’m a prisoner of the worst kind, in fact

And now I’ve made

A prisoner of compromise

My own hard bed

A prisoner of compassion

Inside a prison of words

Run too fast to be old

I am a P.O.W

Aren’t I a sight to behold

Not a prisoner of war

To my head is a gun

Prisoner of words

Cause there’s nowhere to run

Like a soldier

When you’ve caged yourself

I’m a fighter

By holding your tongue

Yet only a puppet

I’m a prisoner of words unsaid

Mostly I only say

Just lonely feelings locked in my head

What you want to hear

It’s like solitary confinement

Could you take it if I came clear?

Every time I stay quiet

Or would you rather see me

I should start to speak

Stoned on a drug of complacency

But I’ve made

And compromise

My own hard bed

I guess it’s what I am

Inside a prison

Scraping this cold earth

Of words unsaid.

Tired, anxious, happy, babied, spiteful, delightful,
carefree but at the same time, aware, amused but
also confused to see where I’m headed next.
-Sydney

Cold
Cold as my heart
Weak as those who try to intimidate me
Mean as I get when I’m hurt
Happy as when I get a new MK bag
Strong as my senses
Tough as my nails
Lazy as when I wake in the morning
Wild as a rock band
Gentle as my hair
Brave as it gets
Sad as a person without a heart

-Sydney

THE WAY I FEEL

The sun by Angie

I believe I am trapped
I believe in freedom

Our brother the sun, you give us

Beauty is my thing

Warmth

Magnificent I am free
I dream to be free

Health

I will love to be free

Vitamin D

I regret to be a slave
Thank god that I am still alive on earth

Our plants strengthen

I am in pain

Life on earth.
But when you go…

I can’t wait until I get home

You leave us

I am going to change
But I still lost everything

Cold

I am going to succeed in life

Grey

My heart is falling
I know I did a lot of wrong things in the past

Our earth damp

I am not going to give up in life

Like clothes on a line that will never dry

I will stand tall about everything
I wonder if I stand tall about anything
Would it work out?

A moon for wolves to howl at
Starry nights for us to admire

I have respect for myself

But mostly it brings me

MY FUTURE STARTS NOW
By Teisha

Emptiness
Until dusk
The next day.

Make The Right Choice By: T <3

Don’t you think it’s time to speak up -? :/

When you smoke
It’s no joke
Smoking turns lungs black
And causes you to hack
If you go ahead and smoke
You are going to croak
If you smoke pot

I know every scar has a story.
I don’t understand why people have to judge you once they see it.

I know that one day everyone will be loved
Not just to be loved but to know where they stand in this world.

Your brain will rot

I don’t know why it takes too long.

When you drink beer
You can’t think clear
When you drink booze

I know after every breakdown there’s sunshine.
I never understood why there’s even that point in life.

Your brain will snooze
If you take drugs
You turn into a slug

I know that no matter what, life will go on.
I don’t know why life seems to play with our minds.

When you get high
You might think you can fly and you will die
So if you party be a smarty

I know I’m not the only one thinking about this.
I don’t understand why I’m the only one speaking up.

Listen to my voice
Make the right choice

By T

Tawi

Annie

Dear Earth,
I hope you get better, I heard you were sick. Maybe I can help you get
better, by recycling my cans and plastic bottles.

Autumn night

Grandmother moon

Maybe then your skies will be bluer and the air will be cleaner, or maybe
I’ll plant more trees so that’ll happen faster. Then maybe my asthma
would get better but then again, I’m a smoker so maybe I’ll quit smoking
so we’ll both get better.

As the night light falls

I’m still thinking of more ways to help you feel better, sitting in class
writing this letter.

And the land starts to appear muggy

Maybe I could get all the people to help you, and then maybe I’ll be a
hero that saves the day. I don’t care what people think as long as you’re
feeling better, so that my kids can have a nice future and a clean earth to
live on and breathe a little better. I don’t want this world to end up in
garbage, children screaming for help, desperate for clean air, gasping and
scratching at their throats, dying of thirst, wishing the oceans and rivers
weren’t tainted like most things on the earth, stomachs aching, begging
for just a little bit of food.
No, I don’t want that to happen, so I’ll plant some trees and I’ll recycle my
plastic and I’ll quit smoking cigarettes and make the world aware of the
danger that we are in ‘cause I care about what happens to you.
So, please believe me when I say,
Dear Earth,
I hope you get better.
Love, Tawi

And the quietness grows deeper
The clouds start to disintegrate

Dust replaces the puddles
Dark frightening for little feet
Putting my head to rest
And feeling the quietness of the land
My cares slowly fading
Filling my head with happy thoughts
Calming my sprit
Like the quenching of the crops
Raising my lids one last time
I turn to the moon
And I give thanks
For this cool autumn night

-Sydney

Angie

Annie

PERFECT
I may not be perfect, but I know I’m better than a
BITCH!
I always wish for someone to love me and care about
me
I do my best to understand people and their feelings,
but no one cares to understand mine
I can create a monster within me
I want the people around me to feel my pain
To hold on to some things forever
Like not letting me live my life

BY KAITLYN

My Mixed Feelings
I feel as weak as my heart
And as cold as my frostbitten fingers
I want to be as strong as feelings
And as happy as my life 11 years ago
I am not as tough as a fighting person
I don’t feel as wild as my hair in the morning
I want to be as brave as a policeman risking his life
I am as sad as my life.

By Annie

I Wish I Was Home
I hate Batshaw units.
I want to go home right now.
Someone save me, Please!
By Tawi

T

Story of my life
I Know Every Scar Has Its Own Story
Every Tear Holds A Memory.

I Know That People Always Leave
But The Best Will Stay.

I Know That One Day Depression Will No Longer Exist
Because We Will All Be One.

I Know That One Day You’ll Understand

By T

Sydney
Annie

How I’m Feeling

Teisha Poem
Cold as the weather

I know I can’t be living at home.
I don’t understand why they took me away.
I know my family loves me.

Weak as old trees
Mean as lions

I don’t understand why they think I hate my family.
I know my family isn’t unstable like me.
I don’t understand why people don’t like the same things as
me.
I know I’m not a bad kid.
I don’t understand why life has to be unfair like a game.

Happy as clowns
Strange as myself
Tough as big strong men
Lazy as my bestie Nahal
Wild as a pitbull

Winter Snow

Gentle as a ‘chat’
Brave as myself

Dull sky is gray.

Sad as my life.

As darkness appears, and the laughter of children is still.
Little white snowflakes fall from the sky and are scattered all across the land.
Replacing the sidewalk with a snow bank.

Love, teisha

Tempting me to fall back and make a snow angel.
Turning my face to the sky and feeling the flakes melt on my skin, washing away my
worries.
Filling me to the brim with glee.
Lifting my Hopes of a better day.

Both Poems by Tawi

Teisha

Life of regrets
I’m trapped in a cage of regrets
Always full of pain and hatred
I just want to escape
From all these monsters of cruelty
That abuse me until there are tears
I just want to survive
I’m tired of the hidden secret
I suffocate from the past
With no love
My dream is revenge
I don’t want to give up
Freedom is nobody’s home
I need to protect a hidden heart
I wonder why silence is shattered
I don’t want to fight this denial of life
Written by : Annie

My Street
My street in the summer time is hot as hell
And loud as police sirens chasing someone.
Quick as a rocket shooting through the stars.
Busy as the highway at 3:00 pm.
My street is wild as a bar fight.
My people are tough as an elephant tusk.
We are strong like a wrestler and mean as a bully
on a playground, stealing toys from kids.
But we are sweet as sugar and gentle as a
mother’s hugs.
My street might be loud as police sirens but we can be quiet as
a mouse.
By Tawi

By Angie

WINTER RAIN
Winter rain
The sky is so gray
As the new light appears
The sun comes out
But it’s still windy
I hate the cold and I wish for summer
To go to the pool with friends
But it’s ok
Winter won’t be forever
by Teisha

MEMORIES…by Kaitlyn
Holding the memories in your mind and heart
Holding everything, having a pictograph memory
Remembering the past and trying to see the future
Taking breaths for the moments that are there
Hoping to see or hear something to take your breath away
Something like magic, or maybe a new life
To see the light, to feel the weather and smell the air
To be stuck here inside a cage, will I ever see you again?
I’m dying to know if you still love me or ever think about me
Will our love be the same or did you forget what we had?
Will everything erase from your memory?
Will it be like I was never there?

Streetlights

A God Named Kurt

When the streetlights came on the little kids would go
home, into a warm home to eat dinner, to see their
families who adore them

Long blond hair and blue eyes

When the streetlights came on the older kids would
come out. We would meet in alleyways, parking lots,
school yards and playgrounds or basements. We
experimented, talked smack, smoked cigarettes and
listened to weird music but after a few hours the older
kids would all go home to their families.

I fill my lungs until I cough

When the older kids all went home, I went to his
house. White lines, I put chemicals in my body that
adults lectured me about and how they would ruin me.
I drank to feel numb and smoked to feel happy. I was
infinite for that moment in time.

And this is it for the next generations

When the street lights turned off I headed back to an
empty house that wasn’t a home anymore and
wouldn’t be a home again.

Your god nailed to a cross and blessed new nations

Angie 

Washed out t-shirts and worn-out sneakers
Guitar riffs and bass lines leak through my speakers

Ink and loose leaf makes me happy
Words and doodles spill over my pages
When I take my headphones off I hear drug influencing music,
Girls with barely any clothes on,
Gossip, tweets, youtube sensations

Some girls are rude and others are nice
When it comes to new chemicals these girls don’t think twice
Some of the kids pray to gods for forgiveness
From now you shouldn’t have started to begin with.

My god died with a bang, and a taste of ammunitions.

By Angie

I WAKE UP IN THE MORNING
WONDERING WHERE THE HELL I AM
SAME QUESTIONS STUCK IN MY HEAD.
WHERE AM I? WHY AM I HERE?
WHERE DID I MESS UP?
HOPING I WAKE UP FROM THIS NIGHTMARE I’M LIVING
HOPING EVERYTHING WILL GET BETTER SOON
A FEW MINUTES LATER
I REALIZE THAT I’M IN THE SYSTEM
BECAUSE OF ALL THE MISTAKES
I’VE MADE IN THE PAST THAT RUINED MY LIFE

By Annie

How I feel
I feel mad, sad, and upset
I just want to go home
I don’t want to be here
Is that really hard to ask for.
Love, teisha

